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ATLAS
An extended reality experience 
(AR/MR/VR + physical installation)

Project progress (April 2018): 
fonctionnal prototype (Hololens and HTC Vive)
Nearly 40% of the finished work.

In search for: 
- co-producers
- cultural venues, festivals etc... interested in exhibiting the final
artwork (XR experience + physical installation)

To be finished in Q3 2019

What are the differences between the prototype and the finished 
artwork?
- it will be a 30 minutes long experience
- work on the aestetics
- work on the dramaturgy
- work on the multi-user/collaborative aspect
- programming “urbanistic rules”
- in the AR/VR worlds, everything will be “living”
- work on relationships between real models and virtual worlds
- work on the code (to make the experience more stable and fluid)
- work on the scenography of the exhibition

First exhibitions: Ircam/Centre-Pompidou (June 2018) , EU@SXSW 
Austin (March 2018), Oxford (September 2018), Brussels MCCS (March 
2018), Ars Electronica Linz (September 2018), Mons (Q1 2019)...

Production/project team: Yann Deval & Marie-Ghislaine Losseau

In collaboration with: 
- WEKIT / Dr. Fridolin Wild (Oxford Brookes University)
for the Mixed Reality part.

- Kids from Molenbeek’s schools 1, 5 and 10
for contributing to the building of the cities.

With the support of: 
- VERTIGO STARTS
program of the
European Commission
with IRCAM-Centre Pompidou
and EPFL
- Museum Lab
- Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles,
- Cocof
- Maison des Cultures
et de la Cohésion Sociale
de Molenbeek-Saint-Jean
et leur Fablab’ke
- Wallonie Bruxelles International

Credits photos and videos: 
Alla Vovk, Christelle Duez, Laura Valentin, Lucie Burton, Marie Albert, 
Marie G.Losseau, Michael Clemeur, Yann Deval, Zakaria El Bakkali

Contact:
atlas.experience@outlook.com
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SYNOPSIS

ATLAS is a work between digital arts and visual arts, under the form of 
an interactive and scenographic exhibition (a mix between real models 
and an interactive virtual world).

After being plunge in an archipelago of poetical islands, spectators are 
invited to build virtual cities using a « seed launcher ». 
Each launch causes a house to grow.

The growing houses follow some urbanistic rules, adapting to their 
environment. There are cities in the clouds, uprooted cities, cities on 
stilts, flying cities...

Spectators creates empty cities, without inhabitants, giving a large 
place to imagine what happens inside these houses.

These cities take on a life of their own, with or without the interactions 
of users, just like living organisms...

The names of these cities are inspired by forgotten or immersed cities: 
Xanadu, Canope, Kerma, Kitej…

The work allows you to create huge cities, in which you can wander 
and loose yourself.
It provokes a reflexion on urbanism, architecture, and their influence 
on our lifestyles.
It gives life to inanimate things...
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EXHIBITION

The form of the restitution at the end of residency straddles an 
exhibition and an experience given to the spectators.

The exhibition presents a series of models of houses that will become 
the basis of the digital universes.

On the floor, on a pedestal, on the wall and suspended, models of 
houses belonging to the different cities surround the spectator.

The virtual world is experienced through augmented reality devices. 
The spectators stroll through the exhibition space and will be 
immersed in this interactive universe in constant transformation.
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TECHNOLOGIES USED 

The handcrafted models are scanned in 3D with the photogrammetry 
software Photoscan.
This workflow allows us to digitalize the volume of the real objects, 
while keeping the imperfections of manual work.

We move away from the aesthetic 3D/videogame, to bring us closer to 
an aesthetic more handcrafted.

For the 3D engine, we use the nodal programming software VVVV, and 
the graphic API DirectX 11, as well as Unity.

Each 3D model will have an optimization step, which works on the 
object mesh and lower the polygon count, while keeping the details 
and imperfections. 

The 3D world and the model corrections are made with the 3D 
software Houdini.

1 - Photograph of a model
2 - Photogrammetric 3D model
3 - Texture mapping via photogrammetry and enhancements
4 - 3D model in the virtual universe
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ATLAS installation: first prototype.
© Marie G Losseau / Y Deval - April 2017



VISUAL AND SOUND 
ASPECTS 

The graphic identity and the visual mood is based on a handcrafted 
aesthetic, with cardboard, textiles and wood, with natural colors.

The artwork plunges the users into an urban and poetical world.
This world will be composed of many imaginary « districts ».
Each district have it’s own aesthetic, while keeping a general visual 
and color identity.

Some exemples:

- A district composed of houses on bridges

- A district flying in the sky

- A district of houses on stilts

- A district of houses upon other houses

- A labyrinthine district

Each district has it’s own architectural rules, but there are also general 
rules.
For example:

- If two houses are spaced by less than 10 meters, a bridge will 
automatically be built between the two houses.

- the type of house which will be created depends on the terrain upon 
Artwork realized at the « Classes Urbaines » workshop by kids from the school n°2 (Molenbeek)
Artistic direction: MG Losseau
Photographer: Y Deval
The « Classes urbaines » project is the starting point of the ATLAS project.



which it’s thrown.
On the sea: houses on stilts...
On the mountains: flying houses with double roofs, or hot air 
balloon…

- Two houses can’t be in the same place. So if a seed is launched over 
another house, the new house will grow next to the first one.

- The window size is always the same: 1cm2.

- There are no doors… 

…
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ARTISTIC APPROACH

In the collaboration between a scenographer and a digital designer, 
we want to question the limits of these two practices: on one hand 
the rigidity of digital, which can introduce some coldness, and on the 
other hand the physical limits of the handcrafted creation, which can 
be diverted using digital tools.

We are interested in the sensations caused by scale changes: little 
houses in the real world will become huge constructions in the virtual 
world, where users will wander in.

We can imagine ATLAS as a poetical misappropriation of open-world 
video-games like GTA or Worlds of Warcraft, but also some strategic 
games like Civilization.
Here, no mission, no goal, only wandering, contemplation and crea-
tive drunkenness.

The references to imaginary cities and to fictional constructions in the 
arts are large.
Among the artworks that have influenced us, we can reference the 
drawings by Vasco Mourao and Nigel Peake, the models by Matias 
Bechtold, Ana Serrano and Marcel Schmitz, the photographical and 
photomontage work of Isidro Blasco, Philip Dujardin and Simon Boud-
vin, the street art of Evol/Ct’ink, 209e arrondissement by Edouard Sau-
tai, the art book Your House by Olafur Eliasson, the movie Inception by 
Christopher Nolan and it’s city bending, the cardboard models for the 
movie Mood Indigo by Michel Gondry…
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OUR POSITIONING IN 
THE VR/AR FIELD
We have worked in the field of Virtual Reality since 2013 (the release 
of the DK1 VR headset by Oculus), and with 360° contents since 2011 
with Giroptic 360 cameras.
We experimented with a lot of things with VR: video 360, stereosco-
py, photogrammetry, realtime3D with DX11, realtime pointclouds and 
motion-capture, gesture recognition, 3D sound engine...

For some, we have used the researchs by other coders/artists (e.g. for 
the pointclouds and motion-capture), but for others we developed our 
own algorithms (gesture recognition, 3d sound engine...).

Each technology we investigate for are always for the purpose of 
increasing the user experience. We don’t want to use technology for 
technology.

After working on the IMMERSIO performance for 4 years, we want to 
continue to question the language and grammar of virtual reality, and 
more particularly, the language of augmented reality, which asks new 
questions.

For a little more than one century, we have assimilated cine-
matographic codes. Although today we confront these codes to the 
impact of an immersive work, we suddenly see countless issues arise, 
filled with as many promises as deceptions. What does the disappear-
ance of the screen imply in terms of dramaturgy? Must we think virtual 
reality as the continuation of cinematographic language or perceive it 
as a radical break? What place is left to the spectator/user? What new 
space emerges? What becomes the perspective of the artist when 
framing and editing no longer exist and are replaced by the choices 
made by users or algorithms?

We tried to find some answers with IMMERSIO, and now with our new 
project ATLAS.

ATLAS installation: fisrt prototype.
© Marie G Losseau / Y Deval - April 2017
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COLLABORATING 
WITH WEKIT

Yann was working from December 2017 in artistic residency at Oxford 
Brookes University for six weeks. The goal is to create a prototype 
using the Microsoft Hololens headset, a mixed reality device allowing 
for the addition to reality of holograms reacting to their environment.

The first part of the residency was dedicated to familiarizing with 
the new medium. We experienced other Hololens projects, some of 
them created by WEKIT, the project that hosts the residency at Oxford 
Brookes University.

After first contact with the medium, we had to re-think a lot of the 
concepts behind ATLAS, considering new possibilities provided by the 
Hololens, but considering its limitations, too.

For example, the experience is better with smaller houses, to fit the 
limited Field of View of the Hololens.

We also had to rethink the planned viewing distance to the user - the 
distance where the action takes place. We wanted close interaction 
with the holograms, but Microsoft recommends a minimum distance 
of 85cm to 100cm between the user and the hologram.

 Using the Hololens was very inspiring, and gave us new exciting ideas

The biggest difficulty we encountered during the residency was 
related to tools.

Our regular language/framework (VVVV) not compatible with 
Hololens, we had to learn new tools (Unity and C#) with the help of 
the Performance Augmentation Lab (PAL) at Oxford Brookes.

We began our research around the Mixed Reality medium with the 
question: what could be the relationships between physical space and 
virtual spaces? 

We tried to transform the user’s physical space into a map of his 
environment, changing his perspectives.

We discovered that the map helped a lot to create a link between 
physical space and holographic houses. 

Technically, we had to program our own shaders to do this, using CG, 
the shader programming language by NVidia.

The Hololens, by Microsoft, is a “developer kit”, a prototype… The 
space where holograms are displayed is very limited, and that can 
often disrupt the feeling of immersion for the user...
We tried to use this limitation as a creative constraint: if we could 
change the limited rectangle that shows the holograms into an 
animated one, following your gaze with organic animations, maybe 
the limitations would appear more as a choice.
And it works... 
For sure, it was not an essential change, but the feeling of frustration 
decreased, which really made it worth it. 
Before, half of the participants mentioned the limited FOV (Field of 
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View) after trying the prototype, but now only a few of them bring it 
up...

We had to find a way to animate the houses, to give them life, it was 
a fundamental part of our research. We chose to work with Houdini, a 
3D software for procedural animations and simulations, that helped a 
lot to create organic movements…
The fact that Houdini is a procedural tool really sped up our working 
speed compared with when we use our regular tools (MeshLab or 
Cinema4d).

We integrated dozens of different houses, some of them built by Marie, 
some other built by 9-year-old kids during the Molenbeek MCCS 
workshops.

We also worked on how to build bridges between the Hololens 
experience and the VR experience. A way to make these bridges: by 
creating windows into the VR worlds......

The outcome of the residency at this point is a functional prototype, a 
five minute MR (Mixed Reality) experience for a single user.
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COLLABORATING 
WITH KIDS

Like the “outdoor classes” or the “snow classes”, the “urban classes” 
(Classes Urbaines) offer a week of urban change of scenery in 
and around the “Maison des Cultures et de la Cohésion Sociale de 
Molenbeek”, this year around the theme “Thinking about the city”.

In this context, the pupils set out to discover the city and the 
challenges of tomorrow, both in terms of science and artistically.

Two axes came together throughout the week:
 
- an artistic axis
In this section we proposed workshops for the creation and 
construction of models of imaginary cities, designed to respond to 
tomorrow’s challenges in a poetic way.

We also experienced digital arts. 
The children first experimented with virtual reality, with Atlas’ first VR 
prototype. 
Then, at FabLab’ke, the children tried vector drawing (with Inkscape), 
in order to draw a house structure that could be cut by the laser 
cutter. The rest of the workshop was devoted to crafting each child’s 
house.

The children then scanned (photogrametry) some of the houses they 
had built and Yann integrated them into the Mixed Reality experience.
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- a scientific axis
In this section, the children explored, with Carla and José, animators
at La Maison des Cultures, the functions of the city (housing/moving/
feeding) by questioning themselves, examining existing paths from
here and elsewhere and ending with a concrete application of the
contribution of science to meet tomorrow’s challenges.

The project ended with an exhibition gathering all the houses made 
by the 6 classes and during the exhibition each child could try the 
Hololens headset and grow their virtual houses, which they had 
previously dreamed up and built!
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COMPLETION TIME-
TABLE

UNTIL NOW:

APRIL 2016
First ideas and wish to collaborate on a project mixing digital arts and 
models 

MAY 2016
The project is supported by La Maison des Cultures et de la Cohésion 
Sociale de Molenbeek Saint Jean / Fablab’ke. 

AUGUST 2016
Buying a HTC Vive headset for first tests

DECEMBER 2016
The project is supported by the Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles.

FEBRUARY 2017
A two week long artistic residency in Brussels happens.
The first houses are build. 
The initial algorithms are created: collisions, seed launch, terrain…
A beta tester comes to test the very first prototype. 

APRIL 2017
A second two week long residency in Brussels happens.

At this date, the prototype has (in a basic form):

- The 3D scans of 2 families of houses
- The creation of dozen of houses
- The algorithm of 
 .seed launch
 .collision detection
 .house growth
 .bridges between houses
 .terrain detection (to determine the type of terrain: water, 
mountains, grass…)

- The 3D universe in which the action will occur

In these residencies, a prototype of ATLAS (atlas 0.5) has been realized.
It’s not a fully functional prototype to be released publicly.

AUGUST 2017
a third residency in which we work on:

- The creation of each of the islands which will house the cities
- The photogrammetry workflow
- The scanning of 10 families of houses
- The VR optimisation

SEPTEMBER 2017
A first public release is exhibited in Brussels, for a restricted audience 
(supporters and friends)
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DECEMBER 2017
First Vertigo Start residency with WEKIT/Oxford Brookes University. 
A month and a half long.

In this first Vertigo residency, we adapted all the universe we created 
before to the Augmented Reality technology, with the Hololens device.

First AR prototype released in FEBRUARY 2018

FEBRUARY 2018
“Classes Urbaines” at “La maison des cultures et de la cohésion sociale 
de Molenbeek Saint-Jean”.
Workshop with kids: construction of model houses with kids, thinking 
about new urbanistic rules with kids, photogrametric process with 
kids; 
Each kid scan his own model house. 
Exhibition of the houses constructed by the kids, and an interactive 
version of ATLAS including the kid’s houses, using the Hololens 
prototype.

MARCH 2018
Exhibition of the Hololens prototype at SXSW / Austin / Texas.

JUNE 2018
Exhibition of the AR prototype at IRCAM/Centre Pompidou (Paris).
 

SEPTEMBER 2018 
A second Vertigo Start residency with WEKIT/Oxford. A month and a 
half long.
We will continue the work of adapting to AR, by focusing on the 
exhibition part; 

- The compositing (everything related to the general look of the 
image: color grading, depth of field if necessary, grain, graphics …)
- The sound algorithm
- The music composition
- The exhibition scenography
- The visual and sound diffusion (video projection, sound diffusion)

NEXT STEPS:

JANUARY 2019
Exhibition of the prototype in Mons/Belgium.

Q3 2019
The project is ready for exhibition.
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BIOGRAPHY OF THE 
DEVELOPERS
Yann Deval
Interactive designer, motion-designer, musical composer
After studying the history of cinema in La Sorbonne (Paris) and 
studying editing and audio-visual post-production in Cannes, he 
settled in Brussels in 2006 where he developed his activities as 
motion-designer and VFX artist.
He works for the film industry (Mood Indigo by Michel Gondry, 
The Brand New Testament by Jaco Van Dormael...), music-videos, 
documentaries for Arte, tv-shows for France Television…

He co-directs ATLAS, an extended reality experience. 
The prototype of ATLAS has been played at Venice Biennale of 
Architecture, EU@SXSW Austin, IRCAM Centre-Pompidou Paris...

Between 2012 and 2017, he co-directs the virtual reality performance 
IMMERSIO. This performance is a mix between live music and digital 
arts, and was played at SAT Montreal, ADAF Athens, SignalOFF Prague, 
Wisp Festival Leipzig, Halles de Schaerbeek and Stereopsia@Bozar 
Brussels…

A few exemples of his work in the area of digital arts:
2017-2019 : Atlas (An extended reality experience)
2012-2017 : Immersio (A virtual reality performance) : www.immersio.tv
2013 : Lutherie Motionographique #1 (Digital Lutherie) : https://vimeo.com/73685032
2013 : Persifleur (Interactive Music Video) : http://mercursound.net/persifleur/
2013 : Pianocktail (Installation)
2013 : Media 50 years (Generative Design)
2013 : RocknRollio (Realtime Mashup Installation)
2012 : Kinetoscopio (Installation)
2007 : Livemap (Performance)
2007 : Videoboxing (Performance)
2005-2007 : Various VJ-Set for Burning Heads, Divan du Monde, Rezo Films… (Performance)
2005 : Dominik Moll’s Lemming (VJ Set for the Cannes Film Festival 2005 Opening Night)

Marie-Ghislaine Losseau
Scenographer, visual art designer

She studied scenography at La Cambre / Brussels and visual arts at 
ISPG Brussels.

She develops an activity around the topics of scenography, visual 
installations and the organisation of workshops with kids and adults.

A few examples of her work:

- Visual installation « BETWEEN » / Wiels - Bruxelles / March 2017

- Scenography for the exhibition « Hop » / Musée d’Ixelles / October 2017

- Scenography for diverse events - Nuit du conte, Au delà, Octopus / Maison des Cultures
(Molenbeek) / Since 2009

- Puppets and accessories for diverse theater pieces: “Le Cabaret du bout de la nuit” de la Cie
Pop-Up (Axel de Booseré et Maggy Jacot), “La chasse aux bêtises” de la Cie Arts Nomades (France
Evrard et Andreas Christou), “La cabine hip, hip, hip, instantanés poétiques” d’ Audrey Dero, le
projet “Pierre, papier, ciseaux” contrat de quartier Coteaux-Josaphat (Halles de Schaerbeek)...

- Creator and organizer for the association « Les ateliers de l’établi ASBL », with the projects «
Anim’action », « La culture à de la classe », « Classes urbaines », « archi-petit », « Alpha-petit » /
Maison des Cultures (Molenbeek) / Since 2011

- Member and organizer of « Patrimoine à roulettes », an association (ASBL) working in the
sensitivation of patrimony, culture, and art. (Journée du Patrimoine Bruxelles, Atelier à Bruxelles
les bains en partenariat avec la Kids Gazette, divers ateliers de construction en bambous à Super
Mouche, Gaucheret Go, L’architecture en fête à La Chartreuse de Villeneuve- les-Avignons,
Journée du Patrimoine à Nîmes, Ateliers marionnettes dans le cadre du contrat de quartier
Reine/Progres….)

- Artistic coordinator for Zinneke Parade (Zinnode Annessens/Nord en 2010 et 2012, Zinnode
Reine/Progrès en 2016)
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Contact :
atlas.experience@outlook.com

atlas [at-luh s] noun, plural Atlases

(Geography) a bound collection of maps.

a bound volume of charts, plates, or tables illustrating any subject.

(Anatomy) the first cervical vertebra, which supports the head.

(Greek myth) a Titan compelled to support the sky on his shoulders as 
punishment for rebelling against Zeus

(astronomy) a small satellite of Saturn, discovered in 1980

Mount Atlas, in Mauritania, was important in Greek cosmology as a 
support of the heavens.
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